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Goals of this talk

I Discuss whether and how old research on do-support is

independently confirmed using data from parsed corpora

I Discuss new findings, also from corpus data

I Discuss methods used in this line of research



Outline



What is do-support

I do-support refers to the phenomenon whereby modern English
uses a semantically vacuous auxiliary do in

I negatives
I subject-verb inversion sentences (most commonly questions)
I emphatic sentences



Emergence of do-support

I Do-support is unique to English in the Germanic family
I Different auxiliary-like uses of do are common, however

I It is a琀�ested in Korean (Hagstrom 1995) and a Northern Italian

dialect (Benincà and Pole琀�o 2004), as well as possibly in the

earliest a琀�ested Icelandic (Viðarsson 2009)



Ellegård (1953)

I Ellegård (1953) was an early quantitative study of do-support

I Ellegård took his research question to be the origin of

do-support, whether from a ME causative, Celtic substrate, etc.;

this was already a lively debate in philological literature

I He assembled a hand-collected corpus of do-support tokens,

exhaustively sampling questions and negative declaratives, and

also affirmative declaratives with do-support



Ellegård’s findings

I Ellegård discovered a striking pa琀�ern in do-support



Ellgård’s findings

I He also discovered (or provided quantitative evidence for)
several other pa琀�erns

I do-support is more likely in transitives than intransitives, for

negative declaratives and questions
I There is a lexical group of verbs (the know class) which resists

do-support
I In affirmative declaratives, sentences with do-support are

increasingly likely over time to have an adverb as well
I Yes-no questions show different rates of do-support than adverb

and object questions

I The first two of these observations will receive an explanation

later in the talk (the others remain mysteries)



Replicating Ellegård

I In order to replicate Ellegård, we need corpus data with the

same coverage as his dataset

I The parsed corpus data (PPCEME+PCEEC) contain slightly less

data on modern do-support environments than Ellegård’s corpus

does, while containing vastly more affirmative sentences

Ellegård Parsed Corpora

Aff. Decl. 7065 142495

Aff. Imp. 77 11844

Aff. Q. 3772 1667

Neg. Decl. 7604 6294

Neg. Imp. 1467 663

Neg. Q. 753 277



Replicating Ellegård

I The corpus data replicates Ellegård’s finding about the

trajectories of do-support, with some differences



Replicating Ellegård

I The corpus data replicates Ellegård’s finding about the

trajectories of do-support, with some differences



Differences between parsed corpora and Ellegård

I There are (at least) two notable qualitative differences between
the two datasets

I The timing of the “dip”
I The behavior of questions



Differences between parsed corpora and Ellegård

I In the parsed corpora, the “dip,” or deviation from a monotonic

upward trend, occurs later



Differences between parsed corpora and Ellegård

I I hypothesize that this is because Ellegård (almost certainly

unconsciously) picked texts for his corpus that were interesting –

that is, innovative texts at the beginning stages of the change,

and conservative ones later. This had the effect of making the

curve shallower overall, and prolonging the intermediate period

of stagnation



Differences between parsed corpora and Ellegård

I In Ellegård’s dataset, affirmative questions overall do not show

any dip. Wh-questions, however, do.



Differences between parsed corpora and Ellegård

I In the corpus data, this pa琀�ern is replicated partially: adverb

questions join polarity questions, and all three types show some

sort of leveling off



Differences between parsed corpora and Ellegård

I One tenuous explanation for this is that, in Ellegård’s data,
polarity questions are already at ~80% do-support by 1575;
perhaps this is too high a threshold to show a dip meaningfully

I In the corpus, polarity questions are at only 50% do-support

I But, especially in light of the differing behavior of adverb

questions, more investigation is warranted

I The behavior of affirmative questions will be relevant to the

discussion of sociolinguistic do-support pa琀�erns



The constant rate effect

I The constant rate effect (CRE) was proposed by Kroch (1989) as

a way of relating historical pa琀�erns of syntactic change to

synchronic grammatical representations in speakers’ minds

The Constant Rate Effect

[W]hen one grammatical option replaces another with which it is in

competition across a set of linguistic contexts, the rate of

replacement, properly measured, is the same in all of them. — K89



The constant rate effect: competition

The Constant Rate Effect

[W]hen one grammatical option replaces another with which it is in

competition across a set of linguistic contexts, the rate of

replacement, properly measured, is the same in all of them. — K89

I competition — in the narrowest sense, two grammatical options

compete if they are alternate values of a grammatical parameter.

(A grammar, in this view, is simply a set of – possibly lexically

specific – parameters.)



The constant rate effect: proper measurement

The Constant Rate Effect

[W]hen one grammatical option replaces another with which it is in

competition across a set of linguistic contexts, the rate of

replacement, properly measured, is the same in all of them. — K89

I properly measured — syntactic changes, and indeed language

changes in general, are observed to follow S-shaped curves. That

is, the change begins spreading slowly; spreads fastest when its

frequency in the population is about 50%, and then goes to

completion slowly



The logistic curve

I S-shaped pa琀�erns are also familiar from population biology. The

logistic curve is the canonical model in biology, because it is the

solution of the following differential equation:

ds

dt
= s(1− s)

That is, the rate of change of a quantity s is proportional to the

quantity, and to the inverse of that quantity

I This formalization makes sense for linguistic change as well



The logistic function

I The logistic transform maps values in the interval (∞,−∞) to
values in the interval (0, 1)

I It carries out this mapping in such a way that a straight line will

be mapped to a logistic S-curve

I The inverse of the logistic function is the logit



Parallel logistic curves

I We say that logistic curves are parallel (or have the same slope)

when they form actually parallel lines under the logit

transformation



Logistic regression

I Logisitic regression allows the estimation of a statistical model

of changes that are proceeding according to the logistic function

I More broadly, what is a statistical model?
I Input: a dataset, and some hypotheses (assumptions) about how

pieces of that data relate to each other
I Output: a quantification of the size and direction of those

relationships
I O昀�en in historical linguistics, we are not interested in a model by

itself, but in its relationship to other models: which model out of

a certain group works be琀�er than the others?



Model comparison
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Model comparison

I A set of procedures for deciding which statistical model is be琀�er:

I Statistical tests (p-values) of whether a parameter differs from 0
I Don’t do this!

I Information criteria
I Effect sizes
I Intuition



Verb raising

I Beginning with Emonds (1978), syntacticians have believed that

finite verbs in some languages can raise from their base position

to a Tense (Infl, Aux) node:

TP

NegP

VP

(Complement)tV

Neg

T

TV

I In this movement, the verb moves past negation and adverbs.



Verb raising in English

I Roberts (1985) develops an analysis of changes in Middle and

Early Modern English syntax that links the rise of do-support to

the loss of verb raising to T

I Kroch (1989) considers this analysis in light of the CRH

I If the analysis is correct, then the rate of verb raising and the

rate of do-support will have the same (absolute value) slope in a

logistic regression



Measuring verb-raising

I One diagnostic of verb-raising in English is the movement of

main verbs past adverbs, as in the following sentence:

(1) you loose never an opportunity

PCEEC, CONWAY,65.681

I The modern version of this sentence, without verb-raising, is:

(2) you never lose an opportunity

I In principle, we can take the ratio modern / (modern + archaic)

as a measure of the inverse rate of verb raising in the language

I We need to correct for one confounding factor



Measuring verb raising: a confound

I In ModE, sentences like the following are grammatical, with

never merged before T:

(3) John never will accept the truth
I Without the modal, a modal-less version of this sentence is

ambiguous between two structures

TP

TP

TP

VP

DP

the truth

tV

T

T

-s

V

accept

AdvP

Adv

never

DP

John

TP

TP

VP

VP

DP

the truth

V

accept+s

AdvP

Adv

never

eT

DP

John



Measuring verb raising: a confound

I Kroch uses an estimate based on the frequency of the pre-T
position with never to control for this effect

I His estimate is that the pre-T position is used 10–17% of the time

(depending on the corpus examined)

I Using a parsed corpus, it is possible to count all occurrences of

the relevant structure, not just those containing “never”

I Doing so, we measure a figure of 3% for all adverbs, and 7% for
never

I The discrepancy is due to differences in how subjectless clauses

are counted, and lexical effects



CRH results

I Kroch finds that the slope of different do-support contexts is

parallel, and this parallels the rate of verb raising as diagnosed

by adverb positioning

I Corpus data bear this out



Testing CRH results

I We want to fit a logistic regression model to the data, and not
find evidence that the slope differs across do-support contexts
and never

I We’ll assume that the 7% correction for pre-T adverbs is

negligible
I It’s possible to instead model this using a more complicated

approach

Reduced Full

(Intercept) −0.15 (0.07)∗ −0.11 (0.08)
year.std 1.59 (0.11)∗∗∗ 1.76 (0.23)∗∗∗

typenegdecl −1.74 (0.09)∗∗∗ −1.78 (0.10)∗∗∗

typeaffq −1.11 (0.11)∗∗∗ −1.11 (0.11)∗∗∗

typenegq 0.32 (0.16)∗ 0.31 (0.17)
year.std:typenegdecl −0.35 (0.26)
year.std:typeaffq −0.60 (0.38)
year.std:typenegq 0.94 (0.60)

AIC 2132.94 2133.52
BIC 2163.66 2182.68



Testing CRH results

I We can also fit a more sophisticated model which controls for
author effects

I A hierarchical model with random author intercepts

Reduced Full

(Intercept) −0.22 (0.15) −0.21 (0.15)
year.std 1.54 (0.16) 1.85 (0.30)
typenegdecl −1.92 (0.10) −1.95 (0.11)
typeaffq −1.13 (0.12) −1.13 (0.13)
typenegq 0.20 (0.18) 0.20 (0.19)
year.std:typenegdecl −0.52 (0.30)
year.std:typeaffq −0.59 (0.42)
year.std:typenegq 1.31 (0.65)

AIC 2054.89 2054.86
BIC 2091.68 2110.05
Variance: AuthName.(Intercept) 0.86 0.83
Variance: Residual



Previous work

I Warner (2005) investigates sociolinguistic conditions on the

evolution of do-support, using Ellegård’s corpus

I His three findings:
I Lexical complexity has an effect on do usage rate
I The trajectory of do usage is qualitatively different at different

levels of complexity
I Age grading exists a昀�er (but not before) 1575



Lexical complexity

I Warner used two measurements of lexical complexity:
I Type/token ratio
I Average word length

I But
I Type/token ratio is difficult to calculate automatically
I It varies by text length

I (Warner used 600-word samples to overcome both of these)

I Average word length is susceptible to spelling variation



Lexical complexity: measures

I As it turns out, spelling variation does not ma琀�er for calculating

type-token ratio or word length



Lexical complexity: measures

I As it turns out, spelling variation does not ma琀�er for calculating

type-token ratio or word length



Lexical complexity: measures

I Additionally, using a linguistically justified method of counting

word length (such as syllables) provides no benefit over using

orthographic length.



Lexical complexity: measures, 2

I Warner reports that word length and type:token ratio correlate

with each other
I This finding is not replicated in the parsed corpus data, even

adjusting for text length (Pearson’s r = 0.31)



Lexical complexity: operationalization

I Word length: (total le琀�ers in words) / (total words)
I a word is not an empty category, punctuation, foreign word, or

annotation

I Type:token ratio: number of orthographic types in the first 229
words

I 229 is the 25th percentile of text length in words (tradeoff

between small sample size and discarding data)



Lexical complexity and prediction

I The first question we can ask is: which of the two measures of

lexical complexity (if either) predicts do-support usage?

I To do this, we will fit mixed-effects models, which account for

idiosyncratic differences between authors, and also allow the

estimation of style effects



Word length and prediction

I Word length is a good predictor of do-support usage, both in the

pre- and (especially) post-1575 periods

I This is evidenced by its performance in model comparison

diagnostics, and by the interpretability of its coefficient

Pre Post

AIC -5.92 -13.59

BIC -0.48 -7.77

Coefficient

Pre 0.34

Post -0.42



Type:token ratio and prediction

I Type-token ratio, on the other hand, does poorly in model

comparison diagnostics, and its coefficients are

anti-interpretable

I So, from here on it will not be discussed
I Generally, it doesn’t offer insights different from those presented

here

Pre Post

AIC -0.64 -2.45

BIC 4.79 3.35

Coefficient

Pre -0.14

Post 0.11



Lexical complexity: results

I Following Warner’s tactic of dividing the corpus into a “low” and

“high” style subset, we get interesting results



Observations from Warner

I Warner’s observations about Ellegård’s data:
I Lexical complexity is a significant predictor of do-support usage
I High lexical complexity favors do-support before 1575, and

disfavors it a昀�er
I There is no sign of the decline in do-support in low lexical

complexity texts
I The presence of not may somehow be relevant to the decline

I These observations serve as our predictions for a replication

experiment



Lexical complexity results: word length

I High-style negatives participate in a dip; low-style do not
I Consistent with Warner



Lexical complexity results: word length

I High style affirmative declaratives show a dip as well
I Inconsistent: questions should be inert



Further results: affirmative declaratives

I There is a clear style effect in affirmative declaratives for word

length
I It disappears a昀�er 1575 (!)



Further results: negative imperatives

I There is evidence, albeit slim, for a sharp word-length measured

stylistic difference in negative imperatives



Further results: negative imperatives

I There is evidence, albeit slim, for a sharp word-length measured

stylistic difference in negative imperatives. If this effect is real, it

points to a structural difference between styles

I According to Han and Kroch (2000), the loss of verb movement
proceeds in three stages

1. the verb moves through the hierarchy as far as T

2. the verb continues to move into the functional hierarchy, but not

to T

3. all verb movement is lost

I The trajectory of do-support before 1575 is dominated by the

1–2 change; at that date the change goes to completion, and

later development is influenced by the 2–3 change

I On this account, the late development of do-support in negative

imperatives is explained: imperatives lack T; thus they do not

begin to exhibit do-support until the 2–3 change begins in 1575



Further results: negative imperatives

I However, in low-word-length texts, negative imperatives behave

in a parallel fashion to negative declaratives

I If this is borne out, it could mean that low style speakers were

more advanced in accepting a later-stage grammatical analysis



Replication?

I Have we succeeded in replicating Warner’s observations?

3 Lexical complexity is a significant predictor of do-support usage

3 High lexical complexity favors do-support before 1575, and

disfavors it a昀�er

3 There is no sign of the decline in do-support in low lexical

complexity texts

7 The presence of not may somehow be relevant to the decline

I We have further found evidence of style-based conditioning in

affirmative questions (not predicted by Warner) and affirmative

declaratives (stay tuned…)

I However, questions remain about what the appropriate

operational measure of style is



Puzzles

I Previous accounts of do-support leave open some puzzles
I What is the relevance of affirmative declarative do-support to the

change?
I What about the lexical and transitivity effects Ellegård observed?



Proposal

I I propose that there is a grammar which uses do as an

external-argument marker

I This grammar is intermediate between the Middle English

grammar with causative do and the modern grammar where do

is meaningless (in do-support environments)

I Three sources of evidence

1. co-ocurrence with other auxiliaries

2. position relative to adverbs

3. argument structure effects on do usage



Cooccurrence with causatives

I Demonstrating the semantic bleaching of do

(4) He leet the feste of his nativitee

Don cryen thurghout Sarray his citee,

‘He had the feast of his birthday cried throughout Surrey, his

city.’ (Chaucer Canterbury Tales “The Squire’s Tale” c. 1400)

(5) gret plentee of wyn þat the cristene men han don let make

‘Great plenty of wine that the Christian men have (caused to be)

made.’ (PPCME2, CMMANDEV,47.1161 a. 1425)



Cooccurrence with do

I Demonstrating that the bleaching is complete

(6) And thus he dide don sleen hem alle three.

‘And thus he had all three of them killed.’

(Chaucer, Canterbury Tales “Summoner’s Tale” c. 1400)



Cooccurrence with auxiliaries in T

I Demonstrating the low position of do

(7) He hes done petuously devour

the noble Chaucer of makaris flour

‘[Death] has pitiously devoured the noble Chaucer, flower of

makars [=bards]’

(Wm. Dunbar “Lament for the Makars” c. 1505)

(8) consequently it wyll do make goode drynke

‘Consequently it [=barley] will make good drink’

(A. Boorde Introduction of Knowledge a. 1542)



Cooccurrence with -ing (!)

I Illustrating that do is inside the morphological domain of -ing

(9) Fro the stok ryell rysing fresche and ying

But ony spot or macull doing spring

‘From the royal stock rising fresh and young / without any spot

or blemish springing’

(Wm. Dunbar The Thrissill and the Rois 1503, in Visser (1963,

§1419))



Summary

I Taken together, these a琀�estations demonstrate:

1. by 1400, do has been bleached of its causative meaning, and can

co-occur with other causatives

2. by the early 1500s, this bleached do is found in environments

other than causatives, indicating that it has become an

independent, low-merged auxiliary verb



Adverb position

I Further evidence for this low distribution is provided by the

position of do relative to adverbs, relative to other elements in T



Argument structure

I The corpus data illustrate an effect of argument structure on
do-support

I This is the same effect Ellegård found, extended and generalized.

I In order to measure it, we need to operationalize a notion of

argument structure

I Simplest approach possible
I six unaccusatives: arise, come, die, go, rise, stand
I six experiencer-subject verbs: care, doubt, dread, fear, know, like
I All other object-less sentences assumed to have unergative verb;

all other object-ful ones assumed to be transitive



Argument structure: affirmative declaratives



Argument structure: negative declaratives



Discussion

I Clearly, transitives differ from unaccusatives

I Unergatives pa琀�ern with transitives

I Experiencer-subject verbs, one expects, will pa琀�ern with
unaccusatives

I It is not so clear that they do, however



Conclusion

I Affirmative declarative do is generated exclusively be a grammar

which inserts a partially-bleached do as a marker of agentivity

I This grammar also affects the usage of do in do-support contexts

I first by generating tokens of do-support in these contexts
I later (possibly) by influencing the starting probabilities of

different argument structure configurations

I The grammatical reanalysis in 1575 occurs concomitantly with
the loss of the agent-marking grammar

I Unknown (presently) whether this is the cause of the reanalysis,

or an effect



Conclusion

I What we have seen:
I The use of a parsed corpus to replicate earlier studies, supporting

and refining their conclusions
I The use of the same corpus to generate and test new hypotheses

about a well-studied change
I A sample of the methods used in a corpus study



Thanks

I Thanks are due to:
I Beatrice Santorini, Caitlin Light, Joel Wallenberg, and Josef

Fruehwald for helpful discussion
I All my fellow graduate students at Penn
I The audience of PLC34 and DiGS 14 for comments on earlier

versions of this material
I The compilers of the PPCEME, PCEEC, and Ann Taylor (who

digitized Ellegård’s corpus)
I Special thanks to Tony Kroch for years of insight and assistance

on this work

I Any remaining shortcomings are mine alone



Any questions?

Original image source unknown
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